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Abstract
Introduction: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a chronic progressive movement disorder, affecting
primarily people over sixty years of age. With aging populations, some estimates indicate as many
as nine million people will be impacted by this disease by 2030. Thus it is imperative to identify
means of prevention, delay of onset, and management of symptoms. Many elements of diet and
nutrition have been investigated to accomplish these goals. This review will examine recent
studies of potential diet and nutrition factors and PD incidence. Methods: A PubMed Search was
conducted using the keywords “Parkinson, prevention and nutrition”, and “Parkinson, prevention,
and diet.” Search parameters were limited to articles published in English, and published between
2005 and February 2015. Results: Nineteen studies were selected for closer evaluation, with
twelve ultimately included in the analysis. Selected papers all included large samples (N > 200),
comparisons of individuals with and without diagnosed PD and detailed descriptions of how
nutritional intakes were assessed. Conclusions: Several specific dietary components emerged as
being of potential importance in PD prevention. Dairy products, most specifically liquid whole
milk, were identified as increasing PD risk. Coffee and black tea, but not green tea, seemed to be
protective, most likely due to their caffeine content. Vegetables from the solenaceae family, specifically peppers, had a protective effect, possibly due to their nicotine content. Mediterranean diet
adherence, with a relatively high intake of vegetables, may also be protective. The role of dietary
fats is not yet clear. Dietary cholesterol was found to be protective in men, but not women, with
dietary mono-unsaturated fatty acids being protective in women but not men. These results are
consistent with a preliminary report for the 2015 US Dietary Guidelines, which addresses diet and
risk of neurodegenerative disorders for the first time.
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1. Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most prevalent neurodegenerative disorder, after Alzheimer’s. Symptoms
of PD include tremor, slowed movements, and rigidity, as well as non-motor symptoms which may include depression, changes in taste and smell perception, gastro-intestinal dysfunction, and sleep disturbance. PD is the
most common movement disorder in the world, affecting about 1% of adults older than 60 years. Young-onset
Parkinson’s disease affects 5% - 10% of patients [1]. PD is chronic and progressive with no known cure. Estimates of incidence vary, usually based on diagnostic criteria and sampling methods used, but it is generally accepted that this is greatly increased after age 60 [2]. With aging populations in Europe and the United States, incidence is likely to increase in coming decades. Dorsey et al. [3] estimated that the incidence of PD would increase from about 4.1 to 4.6 million worldwide in 2005, to between 8.7 and 9.3 million by 2030. Furthermore,
statistics from the Parkinson’s Disease Foundation [4] indicate that “the combined direct and indirect cost of
Parkinson’s, including treatment, Social Security payment and lost incomes from inability to work, is estimated
to be $ 25 billion per year in the United States alone”. Given the human and financial toll of Parkinson’s disease,
with increases to both anticipated, every means of decreasing incidence and morbidity should be thoroughly explored. Diet and nutrition is one such emerging area.
The Scientific Report of the 2015 Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee [5] made mention of the potential
role of diet in the etiology of neurodegenerative diseases for the first time in their history, saying: “Although the
number of studies available on dietary patterns and neurodegenerative disease risk is expanding, this body of
evidence, which is made up of high-quality observational studies, has appeared only in recent years and is rapidly developing”. This review examines some of this literature looking specifically at Parkinson’s disease in an
effort to identify significant diet and nutrition factors that may be related to prevention or delayed onset of PD.

2. Methods
2.1. Search Methodology
A Pub Med Search was conducted using the keywords “Parkinson, prevention and nutrition,” and “Parkinson,
prevention, and diet.” Search parameters were limited to articles published in English, and published between
2005 and February 2015 (See Figure 1).

2.2. Study Selection
The key words “Parkinson, prevention and nutrition” yielded 55 results, with “Parkinson, prevention and diet”
producing 82 results. Further searches using similar terms did not yield any additional relevant documents. From
these two initial lists of articles, after duplicate citations were removed, nineteen articles were selected for closer
evaluation and of these, twelve articles met all inclusion criteria and were included for analysis. The twelve selected papers all included large samples (N > 200), with comparisons of individuals with and without diagnosed
PD. These studies also gave detailed descriptions of how nutritional intakes were assessed (Table 1).

2.3. Data Extraction
Data was extracted from the selected published papers. Authors were not contacted. Data obtained included: diet/nutritional factor(s) under study, population, sample size, diet intake/assessment methodology, primary findings including hazard ratio (HR), odds ratio (OR) and/or relative risk (RR) statistics as available and the accompanying 95% confidence intervals for these.

3. Results
Four of these studies, one by Chen et al. [6] and three by Palacias et al. [7]-[9] used data from the American
Cancer Society’s Cancer Prevention Study II Nutrition Cohort. This cohort was established by the American
Cancer Society in 1992 for a prospective study investigating risk factors for cancer incidence [10]. The total
population included 86,404 men and 97,786 women. Of these, 250 men and 138 women with Parkinson’s disease were identified during follow-up (1992-2001).
The Nutrition Cohort described above was a subgroup of the 1.2 million US men and women originally recruited in 1982 for research on cancer mortality in Cancer Prevention Study II. Participants were aged 50 to 74
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Figure 1. Search process.

years at enrollment in 1992 or 1993, when they completed a mailed questionnaire that included questions on
demographic, medical, environmental, and lifestyle factors and dietary habits. Follow-up surveys were conducted in 1997, 1999, and 2001 to ascertain whether any major chronic diseases had been diagnosed. Diet was
assessed at baseline using a 68-item semiquantitative food frequency questionnaire that was modified from the
brief Health Habits and History Questionnaire developed by Block et al. [11]. This food frequency questionnaire
was also validated in a subgroup of 441 participants against four random 24-hour dietary recalls completed over
a 1-year period [12].
Analysis of data from this population by Chen et al. [6] found that dairy product consumption was positively
associated with risk of Parkinson’s disease: Compared with the lowest intake quintile, the corresponding relative
risks (RR) for quintiles 2 to 5 were 1.4, 1.4, 1.4, and 1.6 (95 percent confidence interval (CI): 1.1, 2.2; p for
trend = 0.05).
For this same cohort, Palacios and colleagues examined three possible relationships to PD. Their first analysis
[7] found that neither body mass index nor waist circumference significantly predicted Parkinson’s disease risk.
Relative risk comparing individuals with a baseline body mass index of >30 to those with a body mass index
<23 was 1.00 (95% confidence interval: 0.75, 1.34; p trend = 0.79), and that comparing individuals with a waist
circumference in the top category (>40.3 inches in men and >35 inches in women) to those in the bottom category (<34.5 inches in men and <28 inches in women) was 1.35 (95% confidence interval: 0.95, 1.93; p trend =
0.08).
History of diabetes was also not significantly associated with Parkinson’s disease risk (combined relative
risks = 0.88; 95% confidence interval: 0.62, 1.25; p heterogeneity = 0.96). In addition, neither body mass index
at age 18 nor changes in weight between age 18 and baseline were significantly associated with Parkinson’s
disease risk. The results did not differ significantly by gender.
They [8] also analyzed data from this cohort to examine alcohol intake and risk of PD. After adjustment for
age, smoking, and other risk factors, the RR comparing men consuming 30 or more grams of alcohol per day
(highest category) to nondrinker men was 1.29 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.90, 1.86; p trend = 0.40), and
the RR comparing women consuming 15 or more grams of alcohol (highest category) per day to nondrinker
women was 0.77 (95% CI: 0.41, 1.45; p trend = 0.87). Consumption of specific forms of alcohol, beer, wine, or
liquor, was also not associated with PD risk.
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In their third study [9] they examined the relationship between caffeine intake and PD. They found that after
adjustment for age, smoking, and alcohol intake, high caffeine consumption was associated with a reduced risk
of PD. The RR comparing the 5th to the 1st quintile of caffeine intake was 0.43 (95% confidence interval [CI]:
0.26, 0.71; p trend = 0.002) in men, and 0.61 (95% CI: 0.34, 1.09; p trend = 0.05) in women. Among women,
this association was stronger among never users of hormone replacement therapy (HRT) (RR = 0.32) than
among ever users (RR = 0.81; p interaction = 0.15). Consumption of decaffeinated coffee was not associated
with PD risk.
Two studies by LC Tan et al. [13] and K Tan et al. [14] used data from the Singapore Chinese Health Study.
This is a population based cohort that was established between April 1993 and December 1998 by recruiting
63,257 ethnic Chinese aged 45 to74 years, belonging to the two major dialect groups of Hokkien and Cantonese,
and residing in government-built housing estates, where the majority of the Chinese population was living at the
time [15].
For these studies, dietary intakes were evaluated using a validated, semiquantitative food frequency. This instrument listed 165 food items or groups commonly consumed by the Chinese population, with accompanying
photographs and including eight food frequency categories and a choice three portion sizes. This food frequency
questionnaire had been validated against a series of 24-hour dietary recall interviews [15] and selected biomarker studies [16] [17].
The study by LC Tan et al. [13] found that total caffeine intake was inversely related to Parkinson’s disease
risk (p for trend = 0.002); the relative risk for the highest versus lowest quartile was 0.55 (95% confidence interval: 0.35, 0.88). Black tea showed an inverse association with Parkinson’s disease risk that was not confounded by total caffeine intake or tobacco smoking (p for trend = 0.0006; adjusted relative risk for the highest
vs. lowest tertile of intake = 0.29, 95% confidence interval: 0.13, 0.67). Green tea drinking was unrelated to
Parkinson’s disease risk. For the same population, K Tan et al. [14] reported that dietary cholesterol was associated with statistically significantly lower risk of PD in a dose-dependent manner among men after adjustment
for established risk factors for PD and intakes of major fatty acids. Compared to the lowest quartile, HR (95%
CI) for the highest quartile was 0.53 (95% CI 0.33 to 0.84) (p for trend = 0.006). Among women, dietary monounsaturated fatty acid was inversely associated with PD risk (p for trend = 0.033). Compared to the lowest
quartile, HR for the highest quartile was 0.44 (95% CI 0.22, 0.88). They found no statistically significant association between dietary saturated fat, n-3 and n-6 fatty acids and PD risk.
Liu et al. [18] used data from the NIH-AARP Diet and Health Study which was established in 1995-1996 by
the National Cancer Institute to investigate the roles of diet and lifestyle in cancer etiology [19]. This cohort was
comprised of 566,401 AARP members aged 50 to 71 years from six US states and two metropolitan areas who
answered a baseline survey on diet and lifestyle. A follow-up survey was conducted from 2004 to 2006 among
the surviving participants in the cohort to update lifestyle exposures and to ascertain the occurrence of major
chronic diseases, including PD. A total of 318,260 participants (187,499 men and 130,761 women) responded to
the follow-up survey and were thus eligible for the study by Liu. A total of 2432 participants reported a PD diagnosis on the follow-up questionnaire. Data on caffeine intake (mg/day) were derived from the cohort’s baseline survey. This study examined data from participants in the follow up survey. Of these, 2432 participants reported a PD diagnosis. Data on caffeine intake (mg/day) were derived from the cohort’s baseline survey, which
included the Diet History Questionnaire, developed by National Cancer Institute investigators [20]. They found
that after adjustment for age, race, and physical activity, the odds ratio (OR) comparing the highest quintile of
caffeine intake with the lowest was 0.75 (95% confidence interval: 0.60, 0.94; p trend = 0.005) for men and 0.60
(95% confidence interval: 0.39, 0.91; p trend = 0.005) for women. Further adjustment for duration of smoking
and analyses carried out among never smokers showed similar results.
Säaksjärvi et al. [21] investigated diet and PD in the Finnish Mobile Clinic Survey. A total of 62,440 individuals aged 15 years or over participated (82.5% of those invited) in the Finnish Mobile Clinic Health Examination Survey (FMC) conducted in different regions of Finland in from 1966 to 1972 [22]. As part of the main
study, detailed data about food consumption was collected from 10,054 randomly selected individuals using a
dietary history interview [23] [24]. Of these, participants aged 40 to 79 years were included in this cohort study
on PD (n = 4738). All participants in the cohort were free of PD at baseline. Data collection included health
examinations, a questionnaire and a one-year dietary history interview. In addition to intake of specific foods,
aggregate diet quality was assessed by creating an Alternate Healthy Eating Index (AHEI). During a 41-year
follow-up, eighty-five incident cases of PD were identified. Statistically significant positive associations were
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found between PD incidence for fruits and berries in men and milk in women. An inverse association between
the intake of meat products and PD was found in women. The AHEI did not predict PD, the adjusted relative
risk between the highest and lowest quartiles being 1.83 (95% CI 0.65, 5.18) in men and 0.97 (95% CI 0.38,
2.48) in women.
Kyrozis et al. [25] used the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition Greek cohort,
(EPIC-Greece) to identify dietary and lifestyle variables associated with PD, focusing particularly on those variables identified with PD in other studies. The EPIC-Greece population-based cohort, consisted of 28,572 volunteers, 16,618 women (58.2%) and 11,954 men (41.8%), enrolled between 1993 and 1999 while aged between
20 and 86 years. Kyrozis and colleagues used data from EPIC follow-up surveys until June 2009.
The EPIC investigators assessed dietary variables at recruitment to evaluate intake during the year preceding
enrolment. They used a semi-quantitative questionnaire including approximately 150 foods and beverages,
which was administered by trained interviewers [26] [27]. Using this measure, diet during the first year had been
shown to substantially approximate diet during several years preceding or following study enrolment [28] [29].
The questionnaire had also been validated during the pilot phase of the EPIC-Greece study [26] [27]. A food
composition database that included foods and beverages commonly consumed in Greece was used to calculate
nutrient intakes [30]. Food groups and nutrients examined in association with PD included lipids (total, saturated,
monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fat), total protein, total carbohydrate, dairy products (total intake of milk,
yogurt and cheese), fish & seafood, cholesterol, vitamin D, total vegetables, total meat and total cereals.
Results of this analysis indicated that intake of dairy products was positively associated with PD. When milk
alone was examined, this association was particularly strong (HR = 1.34, 95% CI = 1.14 - 1.58, p = 0.001). Separate analysis of other dairy products common in the Greek diet, yogurt and cheese, found no significant associations. Among lipids, polyunsaturated fat intake showed an inverse association with PD. (HR was not given.)
Caffeinated coffee drinking was strongly inversely associated with PD in a univariate model, but not in age adjusted models. Likewise, body mass index (BMI) was not significantly associated with PD in this analysis.
In addition to these population-based epidemiologic studies, three large case-control studies were also examined [31]-[33]. Tanaka et al. [31] assessed the association of the intake of coffee, other caffeine containing
beverages, and caffeine with the risk of PD in Japan, in a case-control study including 249 PD cases and 368
control subjects. Dietary habits during the month preceding enrollment were assessed using a self-administered,
semi-quantitative, diet history questionnaire (DHQ). Estimates of daily intake of foods (150 items in total),
energy, and selected nutrients were calculated using an ad hoc computer algorithm for the DHQ based on the
Standard Tables of Food Composition in Japan [34] [35]. Adjustments to the models were made for sex, age, region of residence, educational level, pack-years of smoking, body mass index, the dietary glycemic index, as
well as intake of cholesterol, vitamin E, b-carotene, vitamin B6, alcohol, and iron. Their results showed that intakes of coffee, black tea, and Japanese and Chinese teas were significantly inversely associated with the risk of
PD: the adjusted odds ratios in comparison of the highest with the lowest quartile were 0.52, 0.58, and 0.59, respectively (95% confidence intervals = 0.30 - 0.90, 0.35 - 0.97, and 0.35 - 0.995, respectively).
Alcalay et al. [32] investigated the possible relationship of the Mediterranean diet pattern (Med Di) and PD.
They defined the Mediterranean diet as characterized by a high intake of vegetables, legumes, fruits, and cereals;
a high intake of unsaturated fatty acids (mostly from olive oil); a moderately high intake of fish; a low to-moderate intake of dairy products, meat and poultry; and a regular but moderate consumption of ethanol, primarily in
the form of wine and generally during meals [36] [37]. 257 PD participants and 198 controls, recruited by the
authors, completed the Willett semi-quantitative food frequency questionnaire to quantify diet intake during the
past year. Scores for Med Di adherence were calculated using a 9-point scale. Higher scores indicated greater
adherence to the Mediterranean-type diet. Logistic regression models were used to assess the association between PD status and Mediterranean-type diet, adjusting for caloric intake, age, gender, education and ethnicity.
Adjusted linear regression models were used to examine the association between Mediterranean-type diet adherence and PD age-at-onset. Higher Med Di adherence scores were associated with reduced odds for PD after adjustment for all covariates (OR = 0.86, 95% CI = 0.77 - 0.97, p = 0.010). Lower Med Di scores were associated
with earlier age-at-onset for the PD subjects (β = 1.09, p = 0.010).
Nielsen et al. [33] compared 490 newly diagnosed idiopathic PD cases diagnosed during 1992 to 2008 with
644 unrelated, neurologically normal controls. They investigated whether PD was associated with self-reported
frequency of consumption of foods from the Solanaceae family: including peppers, tomatoes, tomato juice, and
potatoes. They adjusted for consumption of other vegetables, age, sex, race/ethnicity, tobacco use, and caffeine
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in their statistical model. PD was inversely associated with consumption of all edible Solanaceae combined (relative risk (RR) = 50.81, 95% confidence interval [CI] = 0.65 - 1.01 per time per day), but not consumption of all
other vegetables combined (RR = 1.00, 95% CI = 0.92 - 1.10). The trend strengthened when weighted by the
Solanaceae nicotine concentration (p trend = 0.004). An inverse association was found specifically for peppers
(p trend = 0.005). The potentially protective effect of edible Solanaceae was most evident in individuals who
had little or no exposure to tobacco.

4. Discussion
The limitations of observational studies are well known [38] [39]. Therefore any potential relationships thus
identified must be interpreted with caution. However, when multiple studies concur that a relationship exists,
more detailed investigation is warranted. For example, the 2015 Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee
(DGAC) [5] reported that “studies appearing in the last few years reflect increasing research interest in the links
between diet and neurological health.” Furthermore, “A more substantial literature on dietary patterns and neuropsychological health has been published since 2010. The DGAC was therefore able to consider prevention of
adult neuropsychological ill health for the first time.” In addition to the above, they also note that many recommendations from studies of diet and neurological health are consistent with general recommendations for
healthy people, such as increased intake of fruits and vegetables. Two of the studies reviewed here [32] [33]
support a potential role for increased vegetable consumption as being protective against PD.
More unique to the possible dietary links to PD are the results regarding dairy products [6] [25]. While a
theory to explain these results is lacking, they are consistent with the findings of an older study [40]. Similarly,
the results for caffeine intake [9] [13] [31] and nicotine intake [33] are similar to those reported by previous literature [41]-[45]. Whether this will develop into a warrant for a recommendation that people consume only
black coffee, and to do so a specific number of times per day remains to be seen.

5. Conclusion
With the prevalence of PD projected to increase concurrently with an aging population, identifying potential
protective factors is likely to be valuable. Several large studies of human populations have identified dietary
components as impacting the risk of developing PD. For the most consistently occurring variables, prospective
studies with robust and detailed measures of dietary intake would help to clarify dietary risk factors for PD. As
evidence for a role of diet and nutrition in neurodegenerative disease mounts, it is likely to provide a valuable
contribution to public health nutrition recommendations such as the DGA.
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